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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

A. Conclusion  

After held research and discussion of Lexical Cohesion in Maleficent Movie, 

researcher concludes that: 

In the Maleficent movie script, that found seven types of lexical cohesion that 

proposed by John I. Saeed categories. There are: 

1. Homonyms  

They are two words that included into homonymy they are; word 

Right, first meaning is Adj. morally good or justified and the second meaning 

is V. to return oneself to a proper . And the next words are left and leave. 

Word left has meaning on or towards the side of the body which towards the 

west when a person in faces north beside it the word leave (left pp) can define 

as to go away from a person or a place. 

2. Polisemy 

They are one word that included into polisemy, its word head. 

3. Synonymy 

They are 54 in pairs of words that included into synonymy, they were 

words:lets/come on, human/people, discover/found, 

fuss/war/strike/crush/fight/battle, handsome/beautiful, believe/trust, 

hurry/instant, verysoon/faster/rushed, like/love, cast/throw, precious/worst, 

hope/wish, fun /happy, reveled, gladly, gift/rewarded, turned/pulled, 
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rose/awake/stand/ascended, understood/know, greed/envy, listen/hear, down 

/set/fall, stop/halt, mysterious/strange/quaint/awkward/curious, fear/afraid, 

dreadful, lurk/hid, bring/carry, treasure/jewels, care/safe, among/between, 

royal/highness, folly/silly/idiots, see/look, will/want, stay away/go/leave, 

broken/burned/flame/ladies/girl, men/boy, work/task, well/nice, fine, 

good,begin/start ,suit/proper,wrong/fault, say/talk, spoke/conversation, 

beasty/ugly, beautiful/pretty,requested/asked,take/revoke, 

time/hours,apologies/forgive, 

hovel/cottage,right/true,exist/available,defeated/vanquished,big/great,small/li

ttle, and farmer/peasant. Those words  include into synonymy.  

4. Antonymy 

The type of antonymy that found in the Maleficent movie script are 29 

words in pairs there are: old/new/young, worst/beautiful, vast/snug, 

together/alone, king/queen,  with/without,  throw/kept, dead/live, wrong/right, 

little/big, love/hatred, arise/down, dark/light, ever/never, no/yes,  

prince/princess, after/before,  happy/sorrow,  far/close, smaller/bigger, 

questions/answer , crying/smile, stay/leave, remembered/fails, above/in, 

strong/exhausted, lost/find, forgiveness/unforgivable, and 

forgotten/remembered.  
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5. Hyponymy  

In hyponymy researcher found nine words, there are:First, word 

creature it hyponym of tree, human, and animals, second is word 

human/people it hyponym of Stefan, Philip, Aurora, Men, Women, 

Maleficent, Diaval, and King Henry, third, word animals it hyponym of Bird, 

Dragon, Worm, Horse, Wolf, and Dog, the next word is men it hyponym of  

words Stefan, Philip, King Henry, and Diaval, than word women it hyponym 

of the words Maleficent, Aurora, Flitle, Twislewit, and Knotgrass, the next 

word is color it hyponym of the words black and blue, than word number it 

hyponym of the words one, two, three,  and16, the next word is day it 

hyponym of morning and night, and the last word that include into hyponymy 

classes is word time it hyponym of the words morning, night, tomorrow, now, 

years, week, and day. 

6. Meronymy 

There are two words that included into meronymy there are; the word 

people is meronymy of the word heart, head, hands, and feet. The last wod is 

bird it meronymy of the word wings. 

7. Member/collection 

In the Maleficent movie script the researcher found two words that 

indicates as member/collection there are; the words Tree, Berries, and Black 

Nuts it member collection of word Woods. And the last word that nlcude into 
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member/collection is the words King, Queen, Folk it member/collection of the 

word Kingdom. 

8. Portion mass 

In the Maleficent movie script the researcher not found the words that 

including into portion/mass. In the other word, that in the Maleficent script 

there is no word that including into portion/mass. 

Because of that, in this research the most dominant types of lexical cohesion 

is synonymy, because the researcher found 54 words in pairs that include into 

synonymy type. 

B. Recommendation  

After analyzing the data, the researcher has some suggestions related to the 

results of the research.They are as follows: 

1. For the next researcher, the researcher suggests to add more theories of lexical 

cohesion and the text of analyzing. Because in the lexical cohesion there are 

many theories. So the next researcher can apply more than one theory. 

2. For the reader, the researcher suggests to be more carefully when the reader 

read this thesis, in order to avoid the miss understanding. 

3. For the researcher, this research was useful to the researcher because, she can 

learn more about Lexical Cohesion. 

4. For the teachers, in this occasion this thesis can give inspiration to the teacher 

to teach their students use movie as media. 
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5. For the Institution, can develop the library research and give more facilities 

related to library research. 

6. For the students, can learn more lexical cohesion, that not only found in the 

written/story text form, but also in a spoken text (dialog of the movie). 


